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 The Street Fighter franchise now features its latest fighting game from the team behind the ultra-successful Street Fighter IV, Ultra Street Fighter IV! The super-brawlers are back, but this time they're bigger and better. They'll destroy opponents with new and innovative moves and punishing combos, all while battling in high-octane 3D!  This game includes a brand new story mode, which will take the
players to mysterious "Moon-Shaped" dimensions. This new dimension is different from the other four worlds, as in Moon-Shaped, special moves and super combos are available. This dimension also contains awesome bosses to test the players' skills. This version of Ultra Street Fighter IV includes all previous update, title updates, free add-ons and DLC packs. Features New gameplay New characters
and stages: M. Bison from Street Fighter II; Chun-Li from Street Fighter II; Vergil from Street Fighter III: 3rd Strike; Guile from Street Fighter III; Cammy from Street Fighter Alpha 3 and additional characters from the anime series Street Fighter II: V. As an exclusive new character to the franchise, Akuma is also included, and new stages including original Street Fighter stages such as Akuma's and
Ken's stages from Street Fighter III and 2 from Street Fighter Alpha, plus an all-new stage named "Moon-Shaped" that takes place in an old mansion, from the World Warrior arc. New gameplay options: In terms of gameplay options, the game features the ability to have parry as an input action, but it is disabled by default. After losing in the round, players can choose to continue or to quit the round
without losing any extra winnings. There is also a new auto-focus mode, where pressing the directional buttons on the gamepad will automatically aim for the opponent. The game will also adjust the input timings to the player's style of play. New gamepad controls: In Ultra Street Fighter IV, players are able to have a more natural game experience with the use of arcade sticks. This game features an

upgraded version of Street Fighter IV's classic directional and movement controls. The player now has the option of pressing the directional buttons at any time to move and attack, as well as activating the Quick Command (QC) button to make three moves: block, jab, and throw. For the game pad, players now have the option of performing three throws: a low attack, high attack 82157476af
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